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Investing in African Mining Indaba® remains the preferred 
deal-making platform for mining in Africa, bringing together mining 
corporates who seek investment, investors who want to strike deals, 
and government ministers who engage both groups to discuss new 
projects in their countries. 

Over the past few years Mining Indaba has been evolving to better 
meet the changing needs of the African mining community, instituting 
several major enhancements.  In 2017 we will introduce new ways that 
will make it possible for all stakeholders to attend in force.  

The recent resurgence of this event may surprise you. Take a look, 
and then join us again in Cape Town in 2017.  

Connecting Mining Corporates with Investors
 � Mining and Exploration Company fees reduced by up to 50%

 � Primary focus on networking ranging from social events to an 
online business matchmaking service

 � Investment Discovery Forum, bringing together all project 
promoters and investors in a private setting

A Stronger Value 
Proposition for Investors

 � Professional investors attend for free

 �Mining Investor Programme

 � VIP Investor Lounge

 � Arranged meetings and other 
personal services

Business Networking, Evolved

Mining Indaba is the leading forum in which investors, miners and 
government ministers meet to share information, foster business 
relationships, and seek potential partners for new ventures through: 

 � Business Matchmaking – an online program that enables you 
to connect with the thousands of other attendees

 � Networking Roundtables – like-minded professionals 
participate in open discussion about specific mining topics

 � Commodity Speed Networking – brief one-on-one meetings 
with others interested in specific commodities

 � Expanded Meeting Space – Business Matchmaking Lounge, 
Nedbank Lounge, VIP Investor Lounge, and private meeting 
space

A Trade Show? Look Closer

Mining Indaba is driving  a change in the type of companies you see in 
the exhibition hall.  Did you notice the boots, ball bearings and barbed-
wire guys are gone?  Over the past two years we have turned away 
more than 40 vendors that do not support Mining Indaba’s remit. This 
process will continue, to ensure that the conference stays focused 
and on point.

An Agenda to 
Inspire

No other international 
event offers such a robust 
agenda from investment 
opportunities and innovation 
to new regulations, case 
studies, and sustainability. 

Choose from multiple tracks that showcase thought leadership on 
the industry’s most urgent issues. Hear inspiring keynotes from 
an unmatched group of leading mining CEOs, investors, and other 
industry experts. This year’s roster will feature more than 200 
speakers and panellists.

Expanded content includes panel discussions and debate, investment 
trends, mining company presentations, commodity performance, 
case studies, industry research, interactive roundtables, educational 
seminars, special information sessions, a career-skills workshop, and 
country-specific investment clinics.

Giving Back to Africa

We remain committed to giving back to the continent, to the industry, 
and to the country that has served as our gracious host since 1993. In 
this spirit, we support these programs:

 � Mining and Engineering Student Bursary Programme

 � Young Leaders Career Development Programme

 � Partnership with IDC Supporting Journalism Students

 � Rural Education Access Programme for Underprivileged 
Students

 � Els for Autism Golf Tournament
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